
English week commencing 29th June
Objectives for the week: 

• Spelling rule: adding suffixes beginning with a 
vowel.

• To understand how writers use dialogue in text

• To use the correct punctuation when writing 
speech

• To choose suitable verbs and adverbs to express 
the characters thoughts / emotions

Challenge: To add description of what the character is 
doing 



Monday 29th June

Spellings
This week we are looking at what happens to words 
that have more than one syllable, and end in one 
consonant with one vowel before it.

The rule is that we double the consonant:

prefer preferred

1 vowel 1 consonant consonant doubled

Looking through the book you are reading, how many 
other examples can you find like this?



Monday 29th June
On the 4th and 5th slides is an extract from Krindlekrax.

In it, dialogue is being used.

What is Dialogue?



Dialogue is where characters are speaking to each 

other.

Inverted commas, or speech marks are used to 

indicate this:

“Look at that airplane,” said the boy.

“Yes it is very high!” replied his friend.

Read the extract (if you have the book, it is chapter 

18), then continue with the slides to answer some 

questions.



Ruskin





Questions

Challenge 1 – slide 7

Extra challenge – slide 8

Extra, extra challenge! – slide 9

Choose the question slide best for you, using the 
star system below to help you decide.



Answer these questions – remember to look back 
at the text to find your answers!  We are mainly 

focusing on the features of dialogue.

1. What was it that woke Ruskin up?

2. What onomatopoeia word is used for the sound of the 
ball (if you can’t remember onomatopoeia then look 
back to last week’s lessons)?

3. The dialogue starts at the bottom of page 79.  Instead 
of “ “ you will see ‘ ‘.  This is because some publishers 
choose to do this, but they both show where the 
speech is.  Go through and either point at all the ones 
you find, or highlight them.

4. The author chooses synonyms (words that mean almost 
the same) to use instead of said. These show that the 
characters are upset and annoyed.  Cried is one 
example.  Try to find another 3 (on p81)
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4. There are about 5 characters on the street who are upset, 
annoyed and angry with Elvis.  How do we know that they 
are feeling this way?  Find some examples on page 80 that 
show us this.  Mr Flick saying ‘It’s terrible,’ is one example.
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Answer these questions – remember to look back 
at the text to find your answers!  We are mainly 

focusing on the features of dialogue.

1. What was it that woke Ruskin up?

2. What onomatopoeia word is used for the sound of the ball (if 
you can’t remember onomatopoeia then look back to last 
week’s lessons)?

3. There are about 5 characters on the street who are upset, 
annoyed and angry with Elvis.  How do we know that they are 
feeling this way?  Find some examples on page 80 that show us 
this.  Mr Flick saying ‘It’s terrible,’ is one example.

4. The author chooses synonyms (words that mean almost the 
same) to use instead of said. These show that the characters 
are upset and annoyed.  Cried is one example.  Try to find 
another 3 (on p81)

5. We can also tell what the character is feeling from the 
description included before or after their speech.  Write down 
the actions for the character and what it shows about how they 
feel in the table on the next slide(we have done one for you as 
an example).  Do at least 2, but you can add more if you find 
them:



Character Their actions from the 
book

It shows us that they...

Ruskin’s mum and dad ...were peering from 
behind the front door

They were scared or 
nervous of all the people 
on the street and of 
saying something.

This slide is for question 5 on slide 9, challenge              .  If you want to do it too, 
you can!  Make sure you read the question first!


